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Improvement of the Hilbert Method via ESPRIT for
Detecting Rotor Fault in Induction

Motors at Low Slip
Boqiang Xu, Member, IEEE, Liling Sun, Lie Xu, Senior Member, IEEE, and Guoyi Xu

Abstract—The traditional Hilbert method to detect broken rotor
bar fault in induction motors is reviewed and its major drawbacks
are clearly revealed, namely, deteriorating or even completely fail-
ing when a motor operating at low slip due to the fixed constraints
of fast Fourier transform (FFT) is used in this method. To overcome
this, the estimation of signal parameters via rotational invariance
technique (ESPRIT) is then introduced to replace FFT, and an im-
proved Hilbert method is thus presented by conjugating the Hilbert
transform and ESPRIT together. Experimental results of a small
motor in a laboratory and a large motor operating on an industrial
site are reported to demonstrate the effectiveness of the improved
Hilbert method.

Index Terms—Broken rotor bar, detection, estimation of signal
parameters via rotational invariance technique (ESPRIT), Hilbert
transform (HT), induction motor.

I. INTRODUCTION

INDUCTION motors are used in a wide variety of industry
applications including some very harsh environments, e.g.,

mining, steel plants, etc. Such operating environments make
them susceptible to failures, and surveys have reported that
broken rotor bar fault (BRB) constitutes approximately 10% of
all the failures in induction motors [1]. As a result of this, it is
of great significance to detect BRB earlier so as to allow the
motors to be shut down in a controlled manner.

It has been widely established that once BRB occurred, har-
monic components are induced in the stator current at frequen-
cies given by (1 ± 2ks)f1 , where s is the slip, f1 is the supply
frequency, and k = 1, 2. . . [2], [3]. This indicates that the (1 ±
2ks)f1 components in the stator current can be used as the BRB
indicator. Thus, motor current signature analysis (MCSA) has
been widely used in recent years and has become the benchmark
procedure for BRB detection. With MCSA, the stator current is
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normally analyzed using fast Fourier transform (FFT) in order
to yield the related information of the (1 ± 2ks)f1 and f1 com-
ponents [4]–[10]. However, the industrial application of MCSA
has some practical limitations, explained as follows.

As the method is heavily dependent on the accuracy of FFT,
it suffers from spectral leakage due to limited measurement
data. It is well known that the (1 ± 2ks)f1 components are so
small in magnitude with respect to the f1 component (only a
few percentages) that they can be easily buried by the latter’s
leaked energy. Consequently, the BRB detection performance
deteriorates in real application, and occasionally the analysis can
be completely erroneous, which has been reported in [6]–[9].
Various solutions have been proposed in [6] and [7] to minimize
the spectral leakage and highlight the (1 ± 2ks)f1 components
by filtering out the f1 component before FFT is performed.

Spectral leakage has a special adverse impact when the motor
operates at low slip because the (1 ± 2ks) f1 and f1 components
are very close in the spectrum in this case, and hence, it is very
difficult to separate them correctly. Therefore, a high-frequency
resolution (inversely proportional to the measurement time) is
required for a precise separation. This leads to a long mea-
surement time which inevitably includes the variations of stator
current and slip. Consequently, this results in the (1 ± 2ks)f1
components varying in both amplitude and frequency and, thus,
degrades the BRB detection, as has been reported in [7], [9],
and [11]. This implies that the steady-state condition, required
for guaranteeing FFT accuracy, does not exist in reality. As a
result of this, the FFT accuracy will be reduced too much to
separate the components of interest in the spectrum. Alterna-
tive techniques such as Subdivision FFT [6], Zoom FFT [12],
and discrete wavelet transformation (DWT) [13], [14], which
generate spectra with more densely spaced frequency points,
have been proposed to enhance frequency resolution without
prolonging the measurement time.

Unfortunately, all the aforementioned methods become inef-
ficient in the case of low slip because of unsatisfactory spectral
leakage depression and/or a long measurement time. However,
detecting BRB at low slip is very important in industry as large
motors, widely used in industrial applications and needed to be
frequently monitored, usually operate at low slip (less than 0.01
in common sense even at rated load). In fact, the problem of
detecting BRB at low slip has become a bottle-neck nowadays
preventing the wide use of BRB detection in industry, and thus
needs to be addressed urgently.

The problem was addressed in [15], probably for the first
time, with the so-called Hilbert method. The Hilbert transform
(HT) was used to obtain the Hilbert modulus of one phase stator
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current for FFT analysis, yielding better frequency separation.
Although it achieves significant improvement in detecting BRB
at low slip, this method still depends on FFT and suffers from
the long measurement time required (100 s in [15]), which in-
duces extra distortion. Similarly, the Park’s vector modulus, the
envelope, the magnetic-torque current, the inverter input cur-
rent (for inverter-fed motors), and the instantaneous power were
used for FFT analysis to detect BRB in [16]–[22], respectively.
Again, they are all inefficient at low slip and are less practical
with respect to the Hilbert method due to the requirement of
multiphase current and voltage signals.

To overcome this problem, the envelope and the instantaneous
frequency of the left side band harmonic of the start-up stator
current have been investigated in [23] and [24], respectively,
both achieving satisfactory results. However, such techniques
are confined to the start-up transient and inevitably suffer from
the short duration time varying from only a fraction of a second
up to several seconds.

Alternative high-frequency resolution techniques, such as
multiple signal classification (MUSIC) [25]–[27] and estima-
tion of signal parameters via rotational invariance technique
(ESPRIT) [28]–[32], have been proposed to achieve satisfac-
tory frequency resolution with a short measurement time. This
can hopefully lead to avoiding the hindering variations of sta-
tor current and slip in the measurements. In [33], [34], MUSIC
was used to detect BRB with a short measurement time of 3 s;
however, the issue of low slip was not addressed.

Based on the excellent work in [15] and [33], [34], this paper
addresses the issue of detecting BRB at low slip by conjugating
HT and ESPRIT, which is superior to MUSIC in both precision
and reliability [35].

This paper is organized as follows. Section II recalls the
Hilbert method and reveals the particular difficulties in detect-
ing BRB in the case of low slip. Section III describes the basis
of ESPRIT and its suitability for BRB detection at low slip.
A novel detection method combining HT and ESPRIT is pre-
sented in Section IV. The experimental results of a small motor
in a laboratory and a large motor operating on site are reported
in Section V to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
method. Section VI gives some discussions, and finally, Section
VII draws the conclusions.

II. HILBERT METHOD FOR BRB DETECTION

A. Theoretical Basis

The HT of a real signal is(t), such as one phase the stator
current, is mathematically defined as îs(t) [15]:

îs(t) =
1
π

∫ +∞

−∞

is(τ)
t − τ

dτ. (1)

By coupling is(t) and îs(t), the so-called analytical signal īs(t)
is created

īs(t) = is(t) + jîs(t) (2)

where j is the imaginary unit. The Hilbert modulus is defined
as

M(t) = i2s (t) + î2s (t). (3)

An interesting property of HT as indicated by (1)–(3) is that the
HT of a trigonometric function is a version of itself with a 90◦

phase shift, meaning that cosine is transformed to sine, and vice
versa.

In the case of periodic disturbances produced by BRB, one
phase stator current can be formulated by superimposing the
(1 ± 2ks)f1 components (k = 1, 2, the other components with
k > 2 are neglected due to their smaller magnitudes) to the
fundamental one as [2]–[4], [15], [21]

is(t) = Im1 cos(2πf1t + φ1)

+ ImL cos[2π(1 − 2s)f1t + φL ]

+ ImR cos[2π(1 + 2s)f1t + φR]

+ ImLL cos[2π(1 − 4s)f1t + φLL]

+ ImRR cos[2π(1 + 4s)f1t + φRR] (4)

where Im1 , ImL , ImR , ImLL , ImRR represent the magnitudes of
the f1 , (1 − 2s)f1 , (1 + 2s)f1 , (1 − 4s)f1 , (1 + 4s)f1 com-
ponents, respectively, and φ1 , φL , φR , φLL , φRR represent the
corresponding initial phases.

The HT of this current can be constructed by changing the
cosine functions for sine functions, and subsequently, the Hilbert
modulus is obtained according to (3) as

M(t) = i2s (t) + î2s (t)

= I2
m1 + I2

mL + I2
mR + I2

mLL + I2
mRR

+ 2Im1ImL cos[2π(2s)f1t + φ1 − φL]

+ 2Im1ImR cos[2π(2s)f1t + φR − φ1 ]

+ 2ImLImLL cos[2π(2s)f1t + φL − φLL]

+ 2ImRImRR cos[2π(2s)f1t + φRR − φR]

+ 2Im1ImLL cos[2π(4s)f1t + φ1 − φLL]

+ 2Im1ImRR cos[2π(4s)f1t + φRR − φ1 ]

+ 2ImLImR cos[2π(4s)f1t + φR − φL]

+ 2ImLImRR cos[2π(6s)f1t + φRR − φL ]

+ 2ImLLImR cos[2π(6s)f1t + φR − φLL]

+ 2ImLLImRR cos[2π(8s)f1t + φRR − φLL]. (5)

Equation (5) indicates that M(t) is a complicated combination
of dc component and others at frequencies of 2sf1 , 4sf1 , 6sf1 ,
and 8sf1 . Considering the experiential knowledge that Im1 �
ImL , Im1 � ImR , ImL > ImLL , ImR > ImRR [2]–[10], the
components at frequencies of 6sf1 and 8sf1 are negligible,
and the Hilbert modulus can hence be simplified as

M(t) ≈ I2
m1 + I2

mL + I2
mR + I2

mLL + I2
mRR

+ 2Im1ImL cos[2π(2s)f1t + φ1 − φL]

+ 2Im1ImR cos[2π(2s)f1t + φR − φ1 ]
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+ 2Im1ImLL cos[2π(4s)f1t + φ1 − φLL]

+ 2Im1ImRR cos[2π(4s)f1t + φRR − φ1 ]. (6)

This clearly shows that the two components at frequencies of
2sf1 and 4sf1 in the Hilbert modulus are both associated with
BRB and can be treated as the BRB indicator. The dominating
dc component is regarded as an intensive noise and needs to be
minimized as much as possible.

Based on the previous discussion, the Hilbert method for BRB
detection, as presented in [15], has the following basic steps.

1) Measure one phase stator current, labeled as is(t).
2) Compute the HT of is(t), labeled as îs(t) (In practice, the

HT is computed using an FFT-based procedure [36]).
3) Compute Hilbert modulus M(t) according to (3).
4) Remove the dc component in M(t) by subtracting its

average, and label the result as M(t)∗, i.e., M(t)∗=
M(t) − mean(M(t)).

5) Obtain the spectrum of M(t)∗ using FFT, and investigate
the BRB indicator, i.e., the components at frequencies of
2sf1 and 4sf1 in the spectrum.

B. Difficulties in BRB Detection at Low Slip

The Hilbert method has significant advantages compared with
the MCSA-based methods [4]–[10], namely:

1) Spectral leakage of the dominating component (the dc
component in the Hilbert modulus) can be avoided easily
by subtracting its average prior to spectral analysis. On
the contrary, the traditional methods, directly dealing with
the stator current, have difficulties in depressing spectral
leakage of the dominating component, i.e., the f1 com-
ponent in the stator current. For example, a self-adaptive
filter, synchronously tracking the f1 component in both
magnitude and frequency, was used to counteract the f1
component in [6] in order to avoid spectral leakage. It
is rather complex but yet less effective and can even be
completely inefficient at low slip.

2) The investigation on the low-frequency components at
2sf1 and 4sf1 makes it possible that the sampling rate
of the Hilbert modulus can be decimated before FFT is
performed, dramatically reducing the computation burden.

However, this method does have some difficulties in dealing
with low slip cases. First of all, its effectiveness depends on the
condition that the spectral leakage of the dc component can be
avoided completely by subtracting the average of the Hilbert
modulus [15]. According to (6), it can be easily concluded that
ImL , ImR , ImLL , and ImRR should be constant during the mea-
surement so as to yield a constant dc component which can then
be counteracted completely by subtracting the average of the
Hilbert modulus. However, this method again suffers from the
conflict between frequency resolution and measurement time,
i.e., a high-frequency resolution is needed at low slip requiring
a long measurement time with an increasing likelihood of stator
current and slip variations. As a consequence of this, the Hilbert
method becomes ineffective because these variations cannot be
completely avoided in reality, especially over a long measure-
ment time.

Fig. 1. Simulated results with stator current variation. (a) Stator current profile.
(b) Hilbert modulus. (c) FFT spectrum. (d) ESPRIT spectrum.

TABLE I
SIMULATED SPECIFICATIONS WITH STATOR CURRENT VARIATION

Fig. 1(a)–(c) presents the waveforms of the stator current
simulated using (4) with the specifications shown in Table I,
the Hilbert modulus, and its FFT spectrum, respectively. In this
case, ImL , ImR , ImLL , and ImRR all equal zero, indicating that
no BRB is present. However, Im1 has a 2% amplitude change
in the middle of the measurement, commonly seen in prac-
tical conditions. This means that the dc component cannot be
completely eliminated. Obviously, although BRB is not present,
some peaks appeared in the spectrum arising from stator current
variation, which are fairly close to 2sf1 or 4sf1 , and can be
easily misinterpreted as BRB indicator, leading to a false BRB
diagnosis.

To overcome these problems, an improved Hilbert method
using ESPRIT to replace FFT is proposed in the following
sections.

III. ESPRIT FOR BRB DETECTION

A. Principles of ESPRIT

ESPRIT was originally developed by Roy et al. [28]–[31] and
has been widely used to estimate the parameters (especially the
frequencies) of cosinoidal signals [32]. The basic procedure of
ESPRIT is briefly introduced in the following.

The measured signal can be written as

x(n) =
p∑

i=1

Ai cos (2πfinTs + ϕi) , n=1, 2, . . . , N (7)
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where Ts is the sampling interval, N is the sampling number,
and p is the number of harmonics. Ai, fi , and ϕi represent the
magnitude, frequency, and initial phase of the ith harmonic,
respectively.

Set y(n) = x(n + 1) and the following m × N matrices
(m � p) exist

X(n) = [x(n) x(n + 1) · · · x(n + m − 1) ]T (8)

Y(n) = [ y(n) y(n + 1) · · · y(n + m − 1) ]T . (9)

The autocorrelation matrix of X(n) and the mutual-correlation
matrix of X(n) and Y(n) can be given by

RXX = E{X(n)XH(n)} (10)

RXY = E{X(n)YH (n)} (11)

where E and H represent mathematical expectation and conju-
gate transpose, respectively.

Based on the above definition, the procedure of using ESPRIT
for calculating the frequency and amplitude can be summarized
as follows.

1) Estimate the number of harmonics, p.
Practically, one way to determine p is by empirically set-
ting an initial value and then repeatedly adjusting it based
on classification of eigenvalues of the autocorrelation ma-
trix RXX . In [33], an efficient algorithm that defines and
minimizes a cost function for discrimination between the
harmonics (corresponding to the p biggest eigenvalues)
and noises has been successfully used to estimate p for
MUSIC, and undoubtedly, can be applied to ESPRIT.

2) Determine the value of m.
There is no theoretical basis to determine the exact value
of m. However, as shown in [32], it can be empirically
chosen as m = (N − 2p)/3 + 2p.

3) Construct the correlation matrices RXX and RXY .
4) Calculate the minimum eigenvalue of RXX , labeled as σ2 ,

and other eigenvalues.
5) Adjust the value of p by using the algorithm in [33], and

then the value of m.
6) Calculate R1 = RXX − σ2I, where I represents the m × m

identity matrix.

7) Calculate R2 = RXY − σ2Z, where Z =
[

0 0
Im−1 0

]
and

Im−1 represents the (m − 1) ×(m − 1) identity matrix.
8) Perform the singular decomposition of R1 as R1 =

UΛVH , where U = [U1 U2], VH =
[
VH

1 VH
2
]T

, and

Λ =
[
Λ1 0
0 Λ2

]
(Λ1 is composed of the p main singular

value).
9) Calculate UH

1 R2V1 .
10) Calculate the p generalized eigenvalues of

{Σ1 , UH
1 R2V1}, λi(i = 1, 2, . . . , p), and all the

other (m − p) generalized eigenvalues equal zero.
11) Determine the frequencies as fi = (2π)−1 tan−1

[Im(λi)/Re(λi)], where Re(λi) and Im(λi) represent the
real and imaginary part of the eigenvalue λi , respectively.

12) Calculate

λ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 1 · · · 1
λ1 λ2 · · · λp

...
...

. . .
...

λN −1
1 λN−1

2 · · · λN−1
p

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

13) Calculate c = (λH λ)−1λH X, where c and X are both
column vectors and are expressed as c = [c1c2 . . . cp ]T

and X =

[ x(1) x(2) · · · x(N) ]T .

14) Determine the amplitudes as Ai = 2 |ci | , i = 1, 2, . . . , p.
Detailed information of ESPRIT can be found in [28]–[
32], especially in [32], which summarized the theoretical
background and the procedure of ESPRIT and discusses
the selection of the parameters of ESPRIT, such as N, p,
and m.

B. Applying ESPRIT to detect BRB

Corresponding to the simulated stator current with the specifi-
cations in Table I, the ESPRIT spectrum of the Hilbert modulus
is given in Fig. 1(d). Compared to Fig. 1(c), there are no peaks
close to 2sf1 or 4sf1 , thus eliminating the possibility of misin-
terpreting the stator current variation as BRB. This is ascribed
to the capability of ESPRIT to avoid spectral leakage due to
the fact that ESPRIT is based on the calculation of correlation
matrices, eigenvalues, and singular decomposition.

On the other hand, such capability is not unlimited. A series of
tests has been conducted with varying stator current and the cor-
responding results demonstrate that ESPRIT always performs
well for variation not exceeding 2%.

IV. IMPROVED HILBERT METHOD FOR BRB DETECTION

An improved detection method for BRB in induction motors
is proposed by combining ESPRIT with the traditional Hilbert
method. The basic steps used are as follows.

1) Measure the stator current, labeled as is , with a sampling
frequency of 1 kHz and a period of 20 s.
Note that the sampling frequency can be empirically deter-
mined, e.g., 10 kHz as in [15], or higher/lower according
to specific requirements. In this paper, the frequencies of
interest are f1 , (1 − 2s)f1 and (1 + 2s)f1 , which are
all around 50 Hz. Thus, a sampling frequency of 1 kHz,
approximately 20 times of them, is used.

2) Analyze the RMS trend of is to extract the most steady part
of is with a duration time slightly longer than 1/(2sf1),
labeled as iss .
This step is useful to avoid stator current variation. Nat-
urally, the duration time should be as short as possible
to minimize such variation. On the other hand, from sig-
nal processing perspective, the duration time should be at
least a full cycle of the investigated signal so as to include
its full information. As the BRB indicators have cycles of
1/(2sf1) and 1/(4sf1), the duration time should be set at
least 1/(2sf1). As for the supply frequency f1 and the slip
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Fig. 2. Experiment results under the healthy condition. (a) Stator current
profile. (b) FFT spectrum. (c) ESPRIT spectrum. (d) MUSIC spectrum.

s, they can be estimated by performing subdivision FFT
on the stator current and subsequent investigation into the
fundamental component and the rotor slot harmonics, as
demonstrated in [6].
As for the RMS sequence of is , it can be easily calculated
by using the well-known sliding window algorithm given
by

I(k) =

√√√√ 1
Mw

k Mw∑
j=(k−1)Mw +1

[is(j)]
2 (12)

where Mw is the window size or sample number of a
window and is(j) is the jth sampled current [37].
Subsequently, a fitness function is defined as

ffit =
∑

[I(n) − Iav ]2 (13)

where Iav is the overall average of the RMS sequence
I(k), and I(n) is a certain part of I(k) stretching over the
prespecified duration time. Thus, by minimizing ffit , the
most steady part of is can be extracted in the meaning of
least squares.

3) Compute the HT of iss , labeled as îss .

4) Compute Hilbert modulus M as M = (iss)
2 +

(
îss

)2
.

5) Remove the dc component of M , leading to the difference
M ∗ = M – mean(M).

6) Down sample M ∗ with a suitable decimation factor to
reduce computation burden, while maintaining a sampling
frequency at least 20 times of 4sf1 .
Noting that it is important to apply a well-designed low-
pass filter, such as a second-order Butterworth low-pass
filter, to retain the 2sf1 and 4sf1 components and attenuate
other noninterested components.

7) Perform spectral analysis with ESPRIT instead of FFT.

Fig. 3. Experiment results under the faulty condition. (a) Stator current profile.
(b) FFT spectrum. (c) ESPRIT spectrum. (d) MUSIC spectrum.

8) Diagnose whether BRB occurs according to the criterion:
if both the two peaks at 2sf1 and 4sf1 appear, BRB is
present.

9) Similar to [15], an index is introduced as kf = P2sf 1 /I2
m1 ,

and compared with the corresponding threshold in order
to quantitatively evaluate the BRB severity, where P2sf 1
represents the amplitude of the 2sf1 peak in the ESPRIT
spectrum. As for the threshold, it can be predetermined by
using the so-called case-study-based self-tuning technique
[6].

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Using the test rig described in [10], various tests on an induc-
tion motor rated at 3 kW, 380 V/50 Hz, 2880 r/min have been
carried out to validate the improved detection method.

Tests were carried out under healthy and faulty conditions
with BRB. In both cases, the tests were performed under no-
load condition to keep a low slip of around 0.0033.

First, one phase stator current over a 10-s period was analyzed
using the traditional Hilbert method and the improved method,
respectively. Also, an alternative method combining MUSIC
and HT was also applied for comparison.

Under healthy conditions, Fig. 2 shows the phase stator cur-
rent and the spectra obtained using the FFT, ESPRIT, and MU-
SIC respectively. For comparison, Fig. 3 gives the corresponding
results under faulty conditions. Here, the sampling frequency is
reduced from 1 kHz to 100 Hz. For the ESPRIT and MUSIC,
p is estimated to be 13 and 15, respectively, for the healthy and
faulty conditions. In order to avoid the possible underestimation
of p, p = 18 is used for both conditions and N = 643 and m =
357.

As shown in Fig. 2(b), although the motor is healthy, the FFT
spectrum has two peaks at 0.3 and 0.7 Hz, which are close to
2sf1 (≈0.33 Hz) or 4sf1 (≈0.66 Hz). Hence, it is likely that
those two peaks could be misinterpreted as the BRB indicator,
leading to a false diagnosis. In contrast, Fig. 2(c) using ESPRIT
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Fig. 4. FFT spectra over a 100 s measurement. (a) Healthy condition.
(b) Faulty condition.

Fig. 5. Experiment results with a shorter measurement under the healthy
condition. (a) FFT spectrum. (b) ESPRIT spectrum.

only has a few peaks around 0 Hz. As they are located far
away from 2sf1 and 4sf1 , it eliminates the possibility of false
diagnosis.

Fig. 3(b) demonstrates that the FFT spectrum under the faulty
condition does detect the two components at 0.3 and 0.7 Hz.
However, it has the following drawbacks due to the limitations
of spectral leakage and frequency resolution.

1) The spectrum contains other peaks which can cause con-
fusion to the BRB detection.

2) It can only present the peaks at multiple frequencies of the
frequency resolution, i.e., 0.1 Hz in this example.

On the contrary, Fig. 3(c) shows that the ESPRIT spectrum
presents only the BRB indicator at the precise frequencies of
0.3263 and 0.6329 Hz as expected, thus making it easier to
provide a correct diagnosis.

The results shown so far clearly indicate improved perfor-
mance by combining the traditional Hilbert method with ES-
PRIT. However, the attempt using MUSIC has failed to produce
satisfactory results. The MUSIC spectrum shown in Fig. 2(d)
under the healthy condition presents an incorrect BRB indica-
tor and leads a false diagnosis. Under the faulty condition, the
MUSIC spectrum shown in Fig. 3(d) presents a pseudopeak
which can make the diagnosis ambiguous. In addition, MUSIC
requires much more computational time than ESPRIT, 3.08 s
versus 0.57 s, with the 10 s measurement data. Therefore, ES-
PRIT appears more preferable to MUSIC for improving the
conventional Hilbert method.

To further validate the improved method, the FFT spectra over
a 100 s measurement with a frequency resolution of 0.01 Hz are
given in Fig. (4).

Similarly to Fig. 2(b), although the frequency resolution is
greatly enhanced, Fig. 4(a) still exhibits two peaks at 0.33 and
0.67 Hz. Due to the enhanced frequency resolution, Fig. 4(b)

Fig. 6. Experiment results with a shorter measurement under the faulty con-
dition. (a) FFT spectrum. (b) ESPRIT spectrum.

Fig. 7. Motor incipient failure online detector.

does correctly present the true BRB indicator under the faulty
condition.

By comparing Fig. 2(c) with Fig. 4(a), it is easy to conclude
that the improved method can eliminate the kind of misinterpre-
tation previously discussed. In the meantime, the comparison
between Figs. 3(c) and 4(b) shows a satisfactory agreement in
terms of the BRB indicator, demonstrating that the improved
method is effective at detecting BRB.

Second, in the light of ESPRIT’s high-frequency resolution,
even with a short measurement time, further tests with the most
steady part of stator current over a short period of 4 s, being
slightly longer than 1/(2sf1) of 3.3 s, have been carried out and
the results under the healthy and faulty conditions are given in
Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. For ESPRIT, the considered values
are p = 18, N = 243, and m = 157.

Comparing Figs. 5(a) and 6(a), it can be seen that the two
FFT spectra under the healthy and faulty conditions with 4 s
measurement are similar, indicating the ineffectiveness of the
traditional Hilbert method due to the low-frequency resolution
of 0.25 Hz. On the other hand, the ESPRIT spectra given in
Figs. 5(b) and 6(b) exhibit significant difference, proving the
effectiveness of the improved Hilbert method. In fact, the two
ESPRIT spectra are identical to the results obtained earlier with
a 10 s measurement shown in Figs. 2(c) and 3(c), respectively.
This demonstrates ESPRIT’s unique capability of achieving a
high-frequency resolution using a short period measurement,
and thus, it is ideal to improve the BRB detection while avoiding
possible disturbances caused by stator current variation.

The proposed method combining the HT and ESPRIT has
been integrated into a portable instrument, “Motor Incipient
Failure Online Detector,” developed by the authors and shown
in Fig. 7. It is used to detect BRB in large motors on industrial
sites. As an example, a detection conducted on a large motor
is presented here. This motor, rated at 2800 kW, 6 kV/340 A,
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Fig. 8. Detection results of a large motor on site. (a) Stator current profile.
(b) FFT spectrum. (c) ESPRIT spectrum.

Fig. 9. Detection results of a large motor on site with a shorter measurement.
(a) FFT spectrum. (b) ESPRIT spectrum.

331 r/min, and 50 Hz, is used in an oil refinery to drive a
compressor. The motor normally operates at low slip of less
than 0.007.

A 10 s measurement was initially used to give the detection
results: Fig. 8 illustrates the profile of one phase stator current,
as well as the FFT and ESPRIT spectra. A 4 s measurement was
then used to yield the corresponding FFT and ESPRIT spectra
shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8(a) portrays the stator current waveform with envelopes
showing some punches, implying the presence of BRB or other
abnormities [18]. Meanwhile, by analyzing the stator current
using the method shown in [6], the supply frequency and the slip
can both be estimated as f1 ≈ 50 Hz, s≈ 0.0036. The frequencies
of interest can hereby be determined as 2sf1 ≈ 0.36 Hz and
4sf1 ≈ 0.72 Hz.

As shown in Fig. 8(b), the FFT spectrum shows two peaks
at 0.4 and 0.8 Hz, which approximate to 2sf1 and 4sf1 , re-
spectively, and are likely to be regarded as the BRB indicator,
thus resulting in the diagnosis of BRB present. This seems to
be reasonable especially with the surged envelopes in the stator
current waveform. However, maintenance engineers discovered
that the rotor is actually healthy whereas the external driving
system is abnormal. Obviously, the traditional Hilbert method
would lead a false diagnosis. In contrast, the ESPRIT spectrum,
shown in Fig. 8(c), only exhibits one peak at 0.9116 Hz which

is far away from 2sf1 and 4sf1 . Thus, it would conclude that
there is no BRB indicator presenting in the ESPRIT spectrum
and the rotor is healthy.

As for the FFT spectrum with a 4 s measurement, shown
in Fig. 9(a), it is doubtful that this spectrum could provide
the required detection due to the low-frequency resolution of
0.25 Hz. The mandatory use of such spectrum could again lead
to a false diagnosis. In contrast, the ESPRIT spectrum shown in
Fig. 9(b) is almost identical to Fig. 8(c) with 10 s measurement
and thus provides the correct diagnosis.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

This paper proposes a variant of the Hilbert modulus method
previously presented in [15] for detecting BRB at low slip.
The main improvements of this paper compared to [15] are
summarized as follows.

1) It gives a generalized analytical expression of the Hilbert
modulus.
In [15], one phase stator current in case of BRB is assumed
as

Im cos(ωt) +
βIm

2
{cos[(ω − ω0)t] + cos[(ω+ω0)t]}

(14)
where, ω = 2πf1 and ω0 = 2πsf1 ; Im represents the
magnitude of the f1 component; β denotes the modulation
index.
Thus, it takes the false assumption that all the three com-
ponents have the same initial phase of 0 and the two com-
ponents associated with BRB have the same amplitude
of βIm /2. On the other hand, the one phase stator current
represented in (4) provides a general analytical expression
of the Hilbert modulus where (14) can be regarded as a
special case.

2) More significantly, it combines HT with ESPRIT to
achieve significant improvements.
In this paper, ESPRIT rather than FFT in [15] is used to ob-
tain the spectrum of the Hilbert modulus. Not only can the
spectral leakage of dc component in the Hilbert modulus
be avoided, but also high-frequency resolution is achieved
even with a short measurement time. Thus, it provides an
improved Hilbert modulus method for detecting BRB at
low slip.

The improved method is superior over that presented in [15]
in terms of the BRB detection performance though extra com-
putational time is required for ESPRIT compared to FFT. For
instance, a whole ESPRIT procedure with a 4 s measurement
data on a Lenovo ThinkPad X100e laptop (CPU: AMD 1.6 GHz,
Memory: 768 MB) takes about 0.34 s compared to 0.01 s with
an FFT procedure. However, it is undoubted that the improved
method is feasible for those laptop-based portable instruments,
such as the Motor Incipient Failure Online Detector shown in
Fig. 7. In addition, it is also feasible to implement the pro-
posed method in DSP-based systems which are widely used for
monitoring and controlling motors. In fact, the computational
capability of a mainstream DSP, such as the TMS320C6678 in-
tegrated with eight cores running at up to 10 GHz and equipped
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with up to 8 GB extended memory, is not less than the common
laptops such as Lenovo ThinkPad X100e.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper investigates the Hilbert method, previously used
to detect BRB in induction motors. It finds that this method
suffers from its inherent limitations of spectral leakage and the
confrontation between frequency resolution and measurement
time due to the use of FFT. Its effectiveness deteriorates or even
completely fails for motors operating at low slip. During low
slip operation, a high-frequency resolution is needed to correctly
identify the BRB indicator, requiring a long measurement time.
This in reality would inevitably include stator current variation,
thus making it difficult to avoid spectral leakage of the dc com-
ponent in Hilbert modulus. To overcome this, FFT is replaced
by ESPRIT in this paper to take advantage of ESPRIT’s ability
to avoid spectral leakage and to achieve high-frequency reso-
lution even with a short measurement time. Thus, an improved
Hilbert method is presented by combining the HT and ESPRIT
together. Experimental results of a small motor in a laboratory
and a large motor operating on an industrial site demonstrate the
effectiveness and superiority of the improved Hilbert method,
over the traditional one, in the case of low slip. This improved
method is quite promising for detecting BRB in low slip large
motors widely used in industrial applications.
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